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1. Introduction. In a previous paper [l] a theory of meet decompositions

in compactly generated atomic lattices was developed which for the most part

generalized the classical theory for finite dimensional lattices. It was shown

that if a compactly generated atomic lattice is semimodular, then every ele-

ment has an irredundant meet decomposition into completely irreducible ele-

ments. Every element of a compactly generated atomic lattice has a unique

irredundant decomposition if and only if the lattice is locally distributive.

Aside from uniqueness the most fundamental arithmetical property of ir-

redundant decompositions is the Kurosh-Ore replacement property, that is,

for every pair of irredundant decompositions a = C\Q = V\Q' of an element a and

for each irreducible qEQ there is an irreducible q'EQ' such that a = q'

r\f\iQ — q). Every modular lattice has this property. Moreover, it was shown

that a semimodular, compactly generated, atomic lattice has the replace-

ment property if and only if the lattice is locally modular.

All of these results used heavily the semimodular condition. Only the

characterization of unique decompositions was carried out for general lattices,

and this was accomplished because semimodularity could be proved in this case.

The present paper extends the decomposition theory to include nonsemi-

modular lattices. It is shown in the second section that the elements of any

compactly generated atomic lattice have irredundant decompositions. In

the third section a necessary and sufficient condition is obtained for an arbi-

trary compactly generated atomic lattice to have the replacement property.

This condition is a modification of the lower-semimodular law, and in the

presence of semimodularity is easily seen to be equivalent to local modularity.

Throughout this paper the notation and terminology of [l ] is used. Lattice

join, meet, inclusion, proper inclusion, and covering, are denoted respectively

by the symbols W, f\ ;£, <, and -<. The corresponding set operations are

denoted respectively by the symbols V, A. Q, and C- If S and T are sets,

then S—T= {x\xES, xG£}; if £ contains a single element /, then S—T

is also written S — t. If a, b are elements of a lattice £ with b—a, then the

quotient sublattice b/a is defined by b/a= {xG£|û^x^o}. A lattice £ is

atomic if whenever b>a in L there is an element pEL with b^p^-a. In a
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complete atomic lattice P the element ua is defined for each a£P by ua

= (j{p\p>a}. An element c in a complete lattice L is compact if for each

subset SQL with c = U5 there is a finite subset S'QS such that c = U5'. A

lattice P is called compactly generated if P is complete and each element of

P is a join of compact elements. A lattice P is semimodular if x>xC\y implies

x\Jy>y for all x, y EL. L is lower-semimodular if xWy>x implies y>xf"\y.

A complete atomic lattice is locally modular if the sublattice uja is modular

for each a£P. Local distributivity is analogously defined. An element g in a

complete lattice P is completely irreducible if for each SQL, g = fl5 implies

qES. A representation of an element as a meet of completely irreducible

elements is said to be a decomposition of the element. A decomposition

a = C\Q of an element a is irredundant if f\(Q — q) 9*a lor each qEQ-

2. The existence of irredundant decompositions. This section contains a

proof that irredundant decompositions exist in any compactly generated

atomic lattice. We begin with the following four lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. If a, 6 are elements of a compactly generated lattice L and 6>a,

then the quotient sublattice b/a is also compactly generated.

Lemma 2.2. If a is an element of a compactly generated lattice L and {xa}

is a chain of L, then aC\\Ja xa = Ua aC\xa.

Lemma 2.3. If a, b are elements of a compactly generated lattice L and a = 6,

then there exists a completely irreducible element qEL such that g = a and g = 6.

Lemma 2.4. If a, 6 are elements of a compactly generated lattice L, then there

exists a maximal element mEL such that m^a and mr\b = ai\b.

Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are given respectively in [l, Lemmas 3.1, 2.3,

and 2.5]. To show Lemma 2.4 let P= {x£P|x = a, xr\b = aC\b}. P is then

nonempty since a£P. If {x„} is a chain of P, then by Lemma 2.2 we have

6nUa xa = Ua br\xa = af~\b, whence UaxaET. Thus by the Maximal Prin-

ciple P contains a maximal element m.

The existence theorem is now the following.

Theorem 2.1. Every element of a compactly generated atomic lattice has an

irredundant decomposition into completely irreducible elements.

Proof. Let a be an element of the lattice distinct from the unit element.

Then by atomicity there is an element p with p>a. By Lemma 2.3 there

exists a completely irreducible element g such that g = a and g = />, and hence

a = q(~\p. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 2.5. Let L be a compactly generated lattice. Then every element of L

has an irredundant decomposition if and only if for each element aEL distinct

from the unit element of L there exist a completely irreducible element q and an

element x>a such that a = qC\x.
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The necessity is clear. To prove the sufficiency, let aEL be an element

which is distinct from the unit element.

Let W be the collection of all ordered pairs (£, x) such that £ is a set of

completely irreducible elements of L, xEL, and such that the following con-

ditions are satisfied :

(1) xnri£ = a,
(2) xnn(£-o)>a for all qER.

Partially order W by defining (£, x) = (£', x') if and only if the following two

conditions hold :

(3) £2£',
(4) xnn(£-£') =x'.
Now by the assumption of the lemma there exist an element x0G£ and

a completely irreducible element qoEL such that x0>a and a = x0r\qo. Then

with £o= {?o}, the ordered pair (£o, x0) is a member of W, and hence W is

nonempty. By the Maximal Principle, W contains a maximal chain

{(£«, x«)}.

Define

(5) Q=VaRa,
(6) y = U«x«.

Since {x„} forms a chain by (4), it follows from Lemma 2.2 and condition (1)

that

a = y C\ Í1 Q = (fl Q) Pi U xa = U (x„ f\ (1 Q) = U (xa f\ D Ra) = a
a a a

whence a = yi~\r\Q. Now let q be any element of Q. Then for some index a

we have gG£«. By conditions (5), (3), and (4), if q' is any other element of

Q, then either q'ER« or q' = xa. Since clearly y = xa,it follows that yPIl (Q — £„)

= xa. Thus by condition (2)

ynC\(Q-q) = [yiM](Q- Ra)] H fl (£a - o) = xaH H (£a - q) > a.

In particular, C\iQ — q)>a for every qEQ-

Therefore to show that a has an irredundant decomposition it suffices to

show that r\Q = a. Suppose f)Q>a. Since y(~\V[Q = a, by Lemma 2.4 there

exists a maximal element mEL such that m^y and mC\\r\Q = a. m cannot be

the unit element of £ since C\Q>a. Hence by the assumption of the lemma

there exist an element t>m and a completely irreducible element r=^m such

that tC\r = m. Let Qi = QV{r}. We then have

tr\r\Qi = tr\rr\Ç\Q = mC\V\Q = a.

If q is any element of Q, then

/ n n iQi - q) = m n n íq - q) = y n n (q - q) > a.

Since t>m, the maximal property of m implies that
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/ r\ n (Qi - r) = t r\ n q > a.

Hence (Qi, t)EW. Furthermore, if (Ra, xa) is any element of the chain

{(Ra, x„)}, then QiQ\QZ\Ra, and

/ H fl (Qi - Ra) = m Pifl (Q - Ra) = y C\ Í1 (Q - Ra) ̂  xa.

And since />w=y = x„, it follows that (Qi, t)>(Ra, xa). This implies that

{(Ra, xa)} V {(Qi, t)} is a chain of IF properly containing the maximal chain

{(Ra, xa)}. Since this is impossible, we must have a = C\Q, completing the

proof of the theorem.

In the proof of the preceding theorem the Axiom of Choice (in the form

of the Maximal Principle) was used several times. It is perhaps interesting

that conversely Theorem 2.1 implies the Axiom of Choice. For if P is any par-

tially ordered set and P is the collection of all chains of P together with the

null set and P itself, then it is easily seen that P is a compactly generated

atomic lattice under set inclusion. Moreover every completely irreducible

element of P not equal to P is either a maximal chain of P or covered by a

maximal chain. Hence if completely irreducible elements not equal to P

exist in P, in particular if Theorem 2.1 holds, then P has a maximal chain.

3. Lattices with replaceable decompositions. If a is an element of a com-

pactly generated atomic lattice P, we shall say that a has replaceable irre-

dundant decompositions if for every pair of irredundant decompositions

a = f\Q = C\Q' and each qEQ there exists an element q'EQ' such that

a = q'i^f\(Q — q), and this decomposition.is irredundant. The principal theo-

rem of this section characterizes those lattices P which have replaceable ir-

redundant decompositions.

For every pair of elements x, y£P define the element ux/y by

««/» = U\p\p£*,P>y}-

Theorem 3.1. Every element of a compactly generated atomic lattice L has

replaceable irredundant decompositions if and only if L satisfies the following

condition :

(p) If x, y£P, then uxUv/x>x implies Uy/xny>xi\y.

Remark. Condition (p) may be stated alternatively as follows. If x, y are

any two elements of P and the quotient sublattice x\Jy/x contains a unique

element covering x, then the sublattice y/xC\y contains a unique element

covering xC\y.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof of the theorem is based on the following

lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. An element aEL has replaceable irredundant decompositions if

and only if q(~\ (pi\Jp2) = a implies pi = p2 for every completely irreducible ele-

ment g = a and every pair of elements pi, p2>a.
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Let aEL be an element for which the condition of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied.

Let a = C\Q = C\Q' be two irredundant decompositions of a, and let qEQ- Since

a = qí~}C\iQ — q), it follows from the condition of the lemma that there is a

unique element p>a such that D(<3 — g) St/>. Because C\Q' =a, there is an ele-

ment q'EQ' such that q'^p, and hence it follows from the atomicity of £

that qT\f\iQ — q) = a. Suppose this decomposition is redundant. Then there

exists an element qiEQ — q such that a = q'C\\r\iQ— {q, qi\). Again since

q'CsCliQ— {q, qi\)=a and a satisfies the condition of the lemma, it follows

that there is a unique element pi>a such that OiQ— {q, qi})^pi- But since

(}(Q—{<1, Si}) ^0(Q — q) ̂ P. we must have p = pi. This implies that

qr\C\(Q— {q, qi}) = 0iQ — qi)=a, contrary to the irredundance of the decom-

position a = C\Q. Hence the decomposition a = qT\0iQ — q) is irredundant, and

a has replaceable irredundant decompositions.

Suppose now that aEL has replaceable irredundant decompositions. Let

q=a he a completely irreducible element and pi, pi>a be elements such that

a = qf~\ipAJpi). By Lemma 2.4 there exists a maximal element m^pAJpi

such that qf~\m = a. Let m = C\R be an irredundant decomposition of m. Then

because of the maximality of m it follows that a = qi\C\R is an irredundant

decomposition of a. If piT^pi, then by Lemma 2.3 there exists a completely

irreducible element qiT^pi such that <Zi=£p2, and hence qi(~\p2 = a. Let mi^p2

be a maximal element such that qi(~\mi = a, and let mîi = D£i be an irredun-

dant decomposition of mi. Then again it follows from the maximality of wi

that a = qii\C\Ri is an irredundant decomposition of a. But now it follows that

qir\r\R^pi>a, and gTM~l£^p2>a for every q'ERi- Since this is contrary to

the assumption that a has replaceable irredundant decompositions we must

have pi = pi, and hence the lemma follows.

Lemma 3.2. If an element aEL has replaceable irredundant decompositions

in L, then a has replaceable irredundant decompositions in the sublattice x/a for

every x>a.

For suppose r is a completely irreducible element of the quotient sub-

lattice x/a and r(~\ipAJpi)=a for elements pi, pi such that xj^pi, p2>a. If

r = f\Q is a decomposition of r into elements which are completely irreducible

in £, then

r = xCM\Q=  D xC\q,

and since r is completely irreducible in x/a it follows that r = xf~\q for some

irreducible qEQ- Hence

qC\ iPi\J Pi) = qC\ x f\ ipi\J Pi) = r C\ ipi \J p2) = a,

and since a has replaceable irredundant decompositions in £ it follows from

Lemma 3.1 that pi = p2. Thus, since x/a is a compactly generated atomic lat-

tice, a has replaceable irredundant decompositions in the sublattice x/a.
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Proceeding now with the proof of the theorem, let P be a compactly

generated atomic lattice satisfying condition (p). Let a£P, g = a be an ir-

reducible of P, and pi, p2>a be elements such that qí~\(piüpi) =a. Since g

is completely irreducible in P, there is a unique element s covering q. Thus

mpiUp2U3/«==j'>*2i ana" hence by condition (p) it follows that uPlUPiia > a. This

implies that pi = p2, and hence by Lemma 3.1 every element of P has replace-

able irredundant decompositions.

Suppose every element o^ L has replaceable irredundant decompositions.

Let x, y£P be such that uxUy/x>x. If uy/xnv does not cover x(~\y, then there

are two distinct elements pi, p2 such that y=/>i, p2>xC\y. Since %,/,>! it

follows that x is completely irreducible in the quotient sublattice xUy/xHy.

And since x(~\(pi\Jp2) =x(~\y for two distinct elements pi, p2>xi\y, it follows

from Lemma 3.1 that xi\y does not have replaceable irredundant decomposi-

tions in the sublattice x\Jy/xP\y. But then by Lemma 3.2 it follows that

x(~\y does not have replaceable decompositions in P. This contradiction im-

plies that Uy/xny>xi~}y. Thus P satisfies (p), and the proof of Theorem 3.1 is

complete.

It is clear that if P is a point lattice(2), that is, if x is the join of elements

covering y for every pair of elements x > y in P, then condition (p) is equivalent

to lower-semimodularity. Therefore a compactly generated point lattice has

replaceable irredundant decompositions if and only if the lattice is lower-

semimodular.

Theorem 3.2. // P is a semimodular, compactly generated, atomic lattice,

then L satisfies condition (p) if and only if L is locally modular.

Proof. If P is locally modular, then (p) follows immediately from [l,

Lemma 7.1]. Suppose then that P satisfies condition (p). If a£P and every

element of «„/a is a join of elements covering a, then ua/a is a point lattice.

For if x>y in «„/a, then x = U {pVJy\p>a, p = x, p=y}, and since p%y

implies p^Jy>y, the assertion follows. Hence, in view of [l, Lemma 3.4]

and the remark following the proof of Theorem 3.1 above, to show that P

is locally modular it suffices to show that every element of «0/a is a join of

elements covering a for each a£P. Since w„/a is compactly generated we need

only show that each compact element is a join of elements covering a. If c is

a compact element of «0/a, then there is a minimal finite number of elements

Pu • ■ • , pk>a such that piU ■ • ■ \Jpk~^c. Since P is semimodular, every

chain of pAJ ■ • ■ \Jpk/a is of length at most k. Thus, if piVJ ■ ■ • \Jpk>c

and / is such that piU ■ ■ • Vj£*>/ = c, then / is not a join of elements cover-

ing a. Let ti = (i{p>a\p^t}. Then since piVJ • • • \Jpk/h has dimension at

least two, there are two distinct elements pi, p¡ such that h =/>,-, p¡, and

ti^JpiUkPi- Now PiVJp/Jt = piO ■ ■ ■ \Jpk>t, and hence by condition (p) it

follows that tr\(pXJp,)>a. Since every chain in pKJpi/a has length at most

(') This definition of point lattice differs somewhat from the usual one.
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two, we must have tr\ipAJp,)>a. But since pAJitC\ipAJpj))=pAJpj'=p„

it follows that ti^tCsipAJp,), contrary to the definition of h. Hence

c = pAJ ■ ■ • yjpk, and Theorem 3.2 follows.

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 together give one of the main results of [l] men-

tioned in the introduction : every element of a semimodular, compactly generated,

atomic lattice L has replaceable {irredundant) decompositions if and only if L is

locally modular.

A compactly generated atomic lattice £ has unique irredundant decom-

positions if and only if £ is locally distributive, and hence £ has unique de-

compositions if and only if ua/a has unique decompositions for each aEL.

Similarly, if £ is a semimodular, compactly generated, atomic lattice, then

£ has replaceable decompositions if and only if every u„/a has this property.

Therefore the uniqueness of decompositions in a general lattice and the re-

placement property in a semimodular lattice are "local" properties in the

sense that they are determined by the sublattices ua/a.

In passing to the question of replaceable decompositions in a general

compactly generated atomic lattice £ a different situation is encountered. If

£ is finite dimensional, then it follows almost trivially that £ satisfies condi-

tion (p) if and only if ua/a satisfies (p) for each aEL. If finite dimensionality

is dropped, however, then £ need not satisfy (p) even though ua/a satisfies

(p) for every aEL. Thus, unlike that of unique decompositions, the property

of replaceable decompositions is fundamentally different in the general case

than in the finite dimensional case. The following example illustrates this.

Let £i be the lattice comprised of two infinite chains ai<a2< ■ ■ ■

<a,< • • • and ¿>i<o2< • ■ ■ <o,< ■ • • , such that 6,>o¿, and such that

the sublattice o.+i/a,- is isomorphic with the lattice of Figure 1 for each

i=l, 2, • • • . Notice that the lattice of Figure 1 has the property that

pi,AJai+i = bi+i, and pi,k^Jai+i = pi+i,k-i for k — 2. Hence in £i, for every i and

k we have p.-^Wa.+A; = &,•+*. Now let £ be the lattice of ideals of L\. Every non-

principal ideal of £i necessarily contains the ideal(3) A = (ai, o2, 03, ■ ■ • )•

Suppose B is an ideal of £1 with B>A. Then £ must contain the element

pi,k for some i and k. Thus B contains piii\Jai+k = bi+k, and hence

B = (01, o2, 63, ■ • • ) =£1. Hence A and £1 are the only nonprincipal ideals of

£1, whence it follows that £ is compactly generated and atomic. Now the only

ideals X covered by more than two elements of £ are the ideals (a,). Thus if

X^iai), then clearly ux/X satisfies (p). On the other hand, M(a<)/(a.)

=o<+i/a¿> and it is apparent from Figure 1 that M(ai)/(a,) also satisfies (p) for

each i. However, £ does not satisfy (p), since M(&,)Ua/a = £i>'-4 and «(^/(^nA

= M(í,1)/(0,) = (oi) does not cover (0,1).

We may also consider the stronger replacement property described in

[l, Theorem 4.6]. With this in mind, let us define an element a in a com-

pactly generated atomic lattice £ to have doubly replaceable irredundant de-

(*) (¡ei, xi, ■ • ■ ) denotes the ideal generated by the set (*i, *j, • • • }.
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compositions il for every pair of irredundant decompositions a = C\Q = f\Q'

and each qEQ there exists q'EQ' such that a = q'r\r\(Q-q)=qr\r\(Q'-q').

Theorem 3.3. P^ery element of a semimodular, compactly generated, atomic

lattice L has doubly replaceable irredundant decompositions if and only if ua/a

is a direct product of finite dimensional modular lattices for every aEL.

Proof. The notation used in this proof is that of [l, §4].

If M0/a is a direct product of finite dimensional modular lattices, then it is

easily checked that hç = ua for every irredundant decomposition a = f\Q.

Hence the sufficiency follows from [l, Theorem 4.6](4).

The proof of the necessity depends on the following well known lemma

essentially due to Frink [2].

Lemma 3.3. If K is a complete, atomic, complemented, modular lattice with a

null element z, then K is a direct product of quotient sublattices ea/z, where each

sublattice ea/z has the property that the join of any pair of distinct elements cover-

ing z contains a third distinct element covering z.

Suppose every element of a semimodular, compactly generated, atomic

lattice P has doubly replaceable decompositions. Then it follows that P is

locally modular. Let a£P. Since ua/a is complemented by [l, Lemma 4.1 ],

it follows by the preceding lemma that ua/a is a direct product of sublattices

(4) Even though [l, Theorem 4.6] and its corollary are stated for modular lattices, they

clearly hold in the locally modular case.
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ea/a each of which has the property expressed in the lemma. Suppose one of

the sublattices, say eß/a, is not finite dimensional. Then eß/a contains an

infinite independent set J of elements covering a. We may assume that J is a

maximal independent subset of {p>a\pueß}, and hence \JJ = eß. Pick£0£P.

Then for each pEJ—po there is an element p>a such that po^Jp^P and

p9ipo, p. Define

sp = p\J\J(J - {po,p})

for each pEJ — po, and set S= {sP\pEJ—po}- Then eß>sp and sp*£po, p for

each pEJ — po- Suppose C\S>a. Then 05 = ^' for some p'>a. Since UP

= e^ = p', there is a minimal finite subset P'Ç/such that UP=£'. If poEJ',

then it follows from semimodularity and the minimality of J' that p' = UP

implies poúp'^-l^(J' — po). Since J is infinite, there exists pEJ — J', whence

io^UU (/' - Po) è p' U U (7 - {fo, />}) ̂  sp,

a contradiction. If poEJ', then with pEJ' we again have

# S #'UU (/' - p) á í'UU (/ - {po, p}) Ú sp,

a contradiction. Hence fl5 = a, and clearly fl(S — sp)=p for each pEJ — Po.

Now consider Äs- Since / is independent, &s = U(/ — Po) = £o, and hence

hS9ieß. Thus by the corollary to [l, Theorem 4.6] a cannot have doubly re-

placeable decompositions in the sublattice eß/a. But «„/a is a direct product

of eß/a and (U„^ ea)/a, whence it follows that a cannot have doubly replace-

able irredundant decompositions in P, contrary to assumption. Thus each

e„/a is finite dimensional, and the proof is complete.
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